Course Number
ATH-102-01
Course Description
The concepts and practices of theatre as an artistic collaboration, a profession and a communal event is the focus of this introductory course. This is an explorative overview of theatre, including a study of the professions relating to the creative process: playwriting, acting, directing and design. A variety of forms and styles of theatre will be reviewed and discussed through the reading and analysis of three significant plays in the dramatic lexicon. We will study the process of theatre production and the demands of theatre as a business. You will gain an ability to critically view theatre productions.
Academic Term
21/SU
Instructor
Mannion, Andrew
Location & Meeting Time
Yulman Theatre-THR T/TH 06:00PM-09:00PM LEC
Credits
1.00
Capacity
15
Total Students
0
Common Curriculum
HUM Arts & Humanities
WAC Writing Across Curriculum
Academic Department
Theatre & Dance
Field Of Study
Theater Arts (ATH)